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The . . H.
One of the many things that is contributin; to our present unsta)le condition is the
:=Itiplicity of laws. '1e are too hampered, too restricted and too bound down to
certain lines of conduct. There is but little left, after allthe restrictions and
limitations*are examined, too little in the nature of a field of conduct. Apparently
the purpose of our many laws is to protect one against his own ignorance,lack of
thrift and judgment. this very :;ondition engenders atrophy, it weakens. Left to one's
own responsibility, resource and judgment brings stability and sturdiness of character
Character cannot be, legislated into one, morals either, left to one's own self .
protection and resouree, he becomes strong by meeting adversity and overcoming it; by
relying upon his own judgment and resource one is made better and stronger or else he
falls because>of his weakness. The hedgerow of laws is levelling, bringing the strong
character down th the level of the ordinary character. It cannot raise up the weakling
because he is deficient. It is like the,syste nation of the newspapers of the
country– it has destroyed the possibility of great leaders in that field– it is a
mechanical something. So it is with the law– there are no great lawyers now days--because that profession has dwindled into a lot of precedent hunters,ratherx
logical thinkers. Arty system that puts the weakling on the same basis as t strong
man takes away from the strong man the incentive and by doing so puts him' in the same
class as th.:. weakling. The same possibility to accomplish things or to avoid things
given to two peoplo,one of strong mentality and character, the other of weak mind
and and feeble judgment, makes for progress and accomplishment in the man of jud ent.
But ::,here he must conform to certain restrictions and limitations that are promulgated
for the protection of the weakling, then he is weakened and rendered helpless to use
the abilities that are naturally his. ate have gone to seed on gambling laws, and yet
we allow the greatest gamling agency to operative with governmental approval, the
Stock Exchange. A lottery is taboo, but the golf courses of the land run wide open.
We pronounce the making of whiskey or beer a crime when it is in no seise a crime.
We say that it is unlawful and crime for one mrkax man to make a beverage and sell it
to 'ano.the •, and thereby destroy the incentive for one to make Xx a better vintage
than his neighbors. Vie must get the consent of some agency to establish a cotton gin
or an ice house and thereby take a fall out of competition. In every pease of effort
we meet a government regulation or restriction. It. isdisheartening;destructive of
original thought or const ctive ingenuity. Take the American Indiax he has shrunk
into infirmity because he has been pampered and protected by the .jovecnmient. There
are no stron-, men among them, except as they had escaped the so c .11ed protection of.
the government– they are non–thinkers anon–iverk=ers and worthless. Their initiative
has been taken away by tote removal of necessity to accomplish. :;rid so it is, to a
great extent with our citizenship, the stroitig raid the sturdy are kept in check so that
the weak :nay have an unnatural advantage. A government, itself, needs but few laws
and those are mostly of a penal nature to keep the citizenship within certain bounds
Prevent the commission of certain fundamental crimes– and it takes no written law to
pronounce them crimes- they are crimes perza se, on their face. :hut uy written law
we pronounce and make the ,naintainance of a punch board, a simple game of chance, a
crime. Or a marble shooting device, or a lottery or even a raffle. These are not
crimes, no one is forced to indulge, but by a simple piece of writing they are made a
crime, a dsireputable thing. And the result has been so many foolish regulations that
the entire citizenship has become inune to and disrespectful of all law. 'It has become
furtive, secretive and unstable. The same thing i3 true of our civil laws, they are
but restrie i es placed upon business by business itself seeking some advantage.There
is but lit -: ,Re tur^►l left to the zmerican citizenship. idoral responsibility receives
no impetus by these restrictions but is dissipated and disturbed.
If the congress of th- United tates,now in session, would repeal all the laws
on the statutes, except the fundamentals and if the legislatures of the states would
meet and repeal to the same effect in each state thers would be a great revival of
endeavorand of effort. t here would be a readjustment of standards and ideals,better
ones,too. But it is hopeless,this emotional,sentimental people mast have their laws.

The M.H.
There was a youn man named Poloma
.Who lived in this state, Oklahoma;
In the years that are past
He mare money fss b

But spent it, now he's out of mazuma.
Io as a msttero±' fact the roun man just thought he was making
money, hat he was doin was:oing into debt an spending ithout
reckoning on the future. The whole world is in debt, bi. and little
alike, those other times did that for them. Many invested in sound
properties en were consevEtive, but their distress is just as real
as that of the speculator beceuse they have herd sleddin2' to retain.
that which they put their mone y, into. Theirs was not bad judgment,
but thex are victems of the times, of the argre of nfluiz and
credit. Their business is sound under just normal conditions, but

the unusual present conditions will break them if the payment of
their debts at this time is forced. T he whole business world is in
this condition. What has stagnated things is the stopping of credit.
What will restore it is the opening of a resonable,consevative and
practical credit. It will take time for honest men to pay the debts
they incurred when the mind was enflamed with the ease of getting
credit a few years ago. Those who were so ready to extend credit then
are now eager to collect, where collection means ruin. Some means
should be found to stay the hands of those who would collect a good
debt at the expense of less of property. The payment of interest on
borrowed money these days should be sufficient until a recovery of

financial courage is had. Other wise the whole business world will go
into bankruptcy and every one suffers. A moratorium would be of no,
avail,prhaps, because . at the end of the period, the same condition
would obtain. But a system should be envoked whereby the debts will
be extended ever a period of time, upon the payment of the interest
thereon, and at certain stated periods a small portion of the principt
even if but a few dollars, and thereby allow a reasonable recovery
from the times. Unless some such system is worked out the whole busiaes
fabric will collapse. The old debts must and should be, and if given
time will be paid, but if forced, they will not be paid. It is net
right to. leave this to chance, for the creditor is just as badly scared
and confused as the debtor, and really it is the creditor who is in
danger of loss. He should be protected by a forced extension of time.
Give the world a. chance to catch its breath in some such manner, and
business will pick up, debts will be paid and a. smile return that has
• been absent for a couple of years.. Time I Time is what is needed. The
American people will,recover if given time, but push the matter now
and a collapse will be the result. Some such scheme would have been
better than trying by a two billion dollar corporation to finance a
hundred billion of indebtedness. Let the individual borrowers and debt
rightthemselves, give them time and thereby save the creditor. Until t1
present indebtedness is paid or the people go into voluntary bankruptcy
there is no chance of a recovery. Bankruptcy is unthinkable, but that
will be the answer unless steps are taken to protect. Since we have
become a nation of laws, why not have enacted a law that. will extend
the present debts for a time under certain reasonable conditionst Every
man who is in debt,(and who is not?) can pay out, if given time,butif
forced must perish. We have too many fool laws, but since business has
demanded them, let it demand one more that will be in keeping with the
times, that will protect the business world. Propetties of all kinds
are being forec1osed which means a complete lese,both to deber and to.
.
.
'•
creditor. Some reUs!...ehoui&be:had.
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The A erican Home is the thing that counts,
Wheth;r in city or out on the farm;
And a thing that endangers them,strikes at the base
Of our government; and results in great harm.
And our system of tax on the farm and the home,
Means destruction of both,at this time;
And unless we wake up and provide against this
Our chances are r nt worth a thin dime.
A d. the people cant speak on July the Fifth
And save the old farm and the home
By voting to limit the trx that is fixed
On each; o- remain in the.clas that.must roam.

•
•

What we mean is that there is a measure submitted to the people on
the 5th of Next July that will place a constitutional limitation on
the amount of ad valorem tax that can be placed on your farm and on
your home. It limits - the same to fifteen mills on. real estate and
twenty three mills on personal property. Every man, woman and child
in the state that can vote and ever expects to have and. keep a home
or a farm, should vote "yes* on this measure. It limi-ts the clique
we have come to recognize as government from confiscating your property to pay high salaries and other useless expenses. If this
limitation is placed in the constitution other means will benfound
to raise the extra amount of taxes that has heretofore been paid by
the farm owner and the home owner, but you will be insured a•reason e
certainty of retaining your home or your farm. This measure places the
power to reduce taxes, that has been so greatly talked about and.nothing
.done about, in the halds of the people, themselves. If the people do not
take advantage and vote this limitation, then they are just deliverig
themselves into the han g s of an extravagant official family-. Your firt
duty is to the home, it is the first united of Government. When it is
happy and contented, the nation is happy and contented. Government to
not worth. what owe are being forced to pay-for it. There is just one
sure way to cut that expense down,constitutional limitation. If the
officials of the government are limited in this manner they will find a
way to live within the limitation, otherwise your taxes will continue to
sear. This your oppertunity, Mr. Commanpeople. Better take it now. If
taxes in other ways are raised, at least the home and farm owner will.be
protected. If
the other lines get too high then the
organizations of the state that are in much better position to look
after such thing than the farmer or the small , home owner, will look after
that contingency. Under our present system a person can work for a life
time to acquire a home or a farm and if some misfortune comes the state
will confiscate that home. This happens to old people who'
,lost
the greater portion of their earning power and are living; on he exploits
of their younger years. It makes aged beggars and poor farm tenants.
It to all wrong. Two thirds of the taxes of the state are paid bar the
farms and. the home owners, this is an unjust burden. But it Is your own
fault if you fail to remedy the condition because a u yes U vote on that
measure July the 5th, will curtail the expenditures of the profi.ligate
official spenders. That is their business uours : L s t
xev ec
ur 0. ';..,
property. The big papers .of the state wau1d°
y=ou ^e^ieve
such limitation will limit the , public schools; under the present
system two years more will see your public schools closed down.Dont
allow those papers to fool you against your own good,

the taxes along

The M.E.
When anedit was good and money was free
We spent it with lavish grace;

But now both are gone and we're.left In a rut
And we have a time saving our face.
And our congressman bland and senators, too
Getse to this free sppdding spree;

And now they are useless in serving up there
So we should. 'ditch them', just take it from me.
Out of touch with the problems the people confront
They only care for the Wall Street lament;

They have lest, touch with things,theyre contact is bad
An' back to their homes should be sent.

We need a new deal, a new set of men;
Xxperieneed, and in touch with the times;
Who will give to the people a share of their thoughts
Instead of the iast, and its whines.
The Lobby has got them; they cease to contact
The folks in the forks of the Creek;
Their seivioe baz ended, their ideas lack sense
And they can't see ahead of their beak.

The.a'pve is noteant as a gibe. It i a fact, a natursl,hurnan
result of the service of our so called statesmen in the. Capitol
duringthe bumptious times that have just passed. Those congre siaen
and senators are simply out of step, out of contact anCi touch with
the problems and conations of the mass of the people. Wa nington
is a city of. salaried people, mostly overnment employes; their .pay
has been oin on just the sne curinc these arduous times as forme*
Even the 1 Boy wonder" in the Hhite house . just lately realized that
a real panic 'was on., that people were starving,that there were million
of
the same is true ith the servitors o the people
iployed.
In releitythose senators sn congressmen have not been in touch with.
TBZIR people, but they have been listenin to the carpings of the East
All the problems that are in fact presented to them are those of the
Eastern bankers and manufacturers. Out over their 'United States generally ,tbeir knowledge of matters is nil because those great
lying
sections have not been present to press their needs upon them.?e
result has been a veritable striving to please the East, or ratbe.i a
small section ef the E.ast represented by New York City. Having served
through these very good times their senses have become dull and they
are unable to grasp the changed conditions or suggest any remedies—so
they listen with bated breath to those who come to them— a4Ner York
City comes. Every member of Congress and the Senate should be displaced
and a man sent there with fresh ideas and an intimate knowledge of the
problems and conditions in every section of the land. More wholeme
legislation will be the result; every problem of the ciferent sections
will be represented, because the new men will have lived in tn midst
of those problems and given to them earnest thought based upon their
own financial stress and that of their neighbors and friends.
T hose rho
g to serve us now up there think only in terms of a Lobby.
Their usefulness has
ceased, their
dull d their
Sided,
at the country n e eds most senses
ePtion One
is a new deal)aU u
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hs Mental Hazard.

Tie republicans met 1n convention bland
,And chortled with
tali sh lust;
We'll straddle that prohibition thing
For Herbert says ire must.

they .matte a plank with many words
'hat were practi cat ly meaningless;

So

They dealt a b j oW to the wets and, drys
with a gentle caress.

Bn! . a-oatd t

9Lnc we have satisfied each with this master stroke
They chortled, with an impish grin;
In a place that is dry we can water give
pile in a place Chit is wet, we give gin.
But the
people are wiser, much more, than this;
They'll find, when they try this trick
And instead of the applause that' expect, when they speeh
The r'll get slap ed in the head with a brick.

en Pat came over from Ireland and first saw the Ugly toad he called it a"straiidiing
V hp should have glimsed the Republican party in its laiest maneuver. These old
people are happy and contented but- in
tricks are aall right in those times whet
these times when they are analyzing a gat many things it just wont work. The
juste ' of words used is . absolutely ffieani ess, binds the party to exactly nothing.
Both sides of the question should, and probably will be dissatisfied. The most
=satisfactory mortal in this life is the one that never takes a definite stand upon
any question; such a person forfeits the respect of every one. The same is true of -a
party or any other organization. That isthe purpose of an organization is to stand
for certain principles -and certain ideals, especially a political organization. Without definite principles a party should not exist. Not only on the prohibition question
but toieard the veterans bonus a gentle slap and a kindly word were administered; the
tariff plank is just about as mea11agless as that of 1928 when it declared for a
erevision and then revised it upward when the time cams. If palaver of this kind is
permitted to hoodwink the voting public there is no hope for this republic, and
political parties have lost their usefulness. L.political party should represent a
host -of people believing in a given principle or principles and not an assemblage
around a "pie-counter."
We have attended some of the political rallies of county candidates the list eel
s
twooThere can be no doubt that the next two years will see such i savings
expo as the world never saw before. SLoh and every one, suocessfull and uusuaq
have ends it clear that tncz no doubt can be had as to this great savings. And work,'b ' f
there is going to be a very tempest of labor by the officeholders the next two. mar.

s are going to be oat to _practically nothing, government is not going to #- au
expense, under the many promees, we are led to believe it will per a di .den*: But,
irregardless of all of this, the voters had better wrote into the constitution ,.bth, the fifteen mills limitation on advalorum taxes on real propertyand
.- mills on personal properij. Of course it will not be necessary with the fine
officials wee going to get, but just as a precautionary mutter.

E eedingly good .times are Just ahead of us, there can be no doubt about this;otherW3 se
this great fight' an the income i eaare. 1% went hart any body now.

The Mental Hazard.
Gene Armot.

( fihi^. paper does no

approve or disapprove the expre sions t f
thought found in this column. It is the individual expression
of , the Titer and does not repredent the policy or opinion of
this 'publication., )

e averag
e householders Is trying° to balance hie budget by cutting
:;but som" •T 6:nV5 lees eeee3nti . things about the home and office,but
the congress tees to keep up the expensive fanfare and raise more
money, where the money is not to be had. The essentials of
4overnme nt are comparatively few and the gewgaws we have accumulated
decently by thinking we were the richest nation on earth should new
by dispensed with.. Let us maintain only those things we can afford
and the budget Will balance itself.
Bere a was -a young father naked Brackens
Wto often gave his children dire whackene
Ito the children are grown
Aid that wild oats have sown
Bud have •.never' disgraced the name Brackens.

3eieoty fire p- r cent of the crime of these United States are
committed b
ild.ren between the ages of seventeen and twenty two.
parents ale obargable with forty per cent and prohibition with.;

e

thirty fief.

Dave Hostetter allows that the bootleggers are quitting the
preachers in thei r fight for prohibition because corn ligttor is
getting so cheap they :an'tmake a living out of it.

With forty five million women in the United States drawing wages
and salaries why shouldent the Canrreee put a big tax on cosmetics <,
It is the only way to get a contribution to government from such.ae.
these and the dear things will do without food rather than forego.,
their face powder and clothes.

There
re is no tell g how many quaint souls have been uplifted and
ennobled by "the double column photographs and black headlines of
the - aetropolitan dmillee about grewsome murders and bold robberie
-uoh contr ibutions to the times take their place along side the
bootlegger and the racketeer. But old man populi.,veaing around,
.de to the c :roulation. and gives the advertising manager an
additional argmn*at.

The Mental Hazard.
Gene Armot.

This paper does not approve or disppprove the expressions
of thought found in this column. It is the individual expressia
of the writer and does not r'present the policy or pin2oa of
this publication.)

The man with the has has been slandered, +tis true—
But now he comes into his own;
For we find as we study his lot in the fields
That h furnishes the cubbard a bone.
His lot is not bad as he tills the fair, land
When compared' to the man on the road;
For his larder is full and his children assist
In lessening the toil and the lead.
His table has plenty and dependable, too,
This -man with a hoe in his hand•,
And he don't give a whoop when depressions come on
For he gets what he needs from his land.

All of which r-minds us that there is but one occupation at wbich we
may all work and make a living and not overdo it. The wage earner is
a hired slave. His family lends no assistance. While on the farm all
cooperate and lend a hand. How much better it would have been if the
countless millions squandered in trying to furnish artificial
employment had been employed in stabalizing a family on a small tract
of land. It is more than irritating to hear the plaint of those who
demand employment and the shifting, aside of those employed to make
roam for those out of employment because their families are starving.
The skiy is genial and the earth generous, every man can find, employ—
rant tilling the soil- independenee,too,and at the end of a few years
making a living one finds he has accumulated soim thing. W, ever heard
of a laborer in the towns and cities having any thing ahead when the
3.b is imperally taken away? The movement back to the farm; is the only
salvation of this not too sensible land of ours. Charity does ore
harm than good- it makes beggars and indulges laziness. Gove
nts
are erected for protection and security and should not be used o
extort questionable charity funds. If a faw by their thrift and heir
industry must contribute by extortion to the thriftless and sQr why
not establish a social government and let it go at that?

Most of our 'big Universities are maintained more as a social playground than aplace where practical information may be had. A test
examination that means something applied to the fire thousand seeking
social contact will eliminate about half and thereby lessen the load
of the burdened taxpayer to the sam e extent.

'Tis a sad sp-ctacle in these days of stress when a big newspaper'
that should h've a constructive policy uses its columns to exploit its
little minded prejudice on public officials, whom it does not likes_

Same Heading.
The Senator with austere mein
Votes dry an y} dry and dry
But asked to have a secret drink
Yells aye and aye and aye.
He prate of good that surely flows
From prohi's arid plains
Then grabs a bottle from his desk
And drains and drains and drains.
TAis for the poor we always vote
Against the demon rum
But for the rich the law in punkt.
And surely on the bum.

If the old time sisters and wrinkled necked men would devote more of
of their time to teaching the youth of the land to appreciate temperance
and not waste so much time trying to maintain a foolish law our
civilization would be greatly benefited.

One who cannot distinguish the difference between a subject. for
education and one of legislation should be denied the right to

influence the laws of the nation.

/'j

7
Which reminds us that government itself needs but few laws.3
great number of laws on our statutes comes from the insistence of `-w
business- something.: to protect or enlarge — perchance a privilege.
Business left alone, dependent upon moral responsibility, would do
iiuoh better as a whole. But where business depends upon a law to
re, ulate its business or more likely, the other fellow t a b inesa,
than, huoinese and the other fellows uses the same law to c© at.eher+p
if moral responsibility were depended upon alone the standard would
rise to reach the demand. 'hat ire- meant is: a good moral risk to
always much better than a secured claim, if backed by a reasonable
earning power and proper conception of one's capacity.

Dave Hostetter remarks that if public officials would devote asst much
time trying to save the people's money while ,n office as they
seeking a place to spend it the balancing of the budget would be',
self executing.

Watching the divorce courts one is reminded that if the same preeiatio
were used enc the same care displayed as in thooeing; a. frock or a new
tie domestic litigation would dimenish in time.

Same Heading

I long to drift out where the Mission Bells ring
Where the birds may be heard from afar
fliers the air is so clear and the skies are so blue
And within reaching distance lingers a Star.
I long to be there where the desert's wide space
Brings a surcease to sorrow and strife
Where the cares of the city, of business and trade
A re forgotten in living a life.
Where the juniper trees and the far distant hills
Lend that charm and that calmof repose;
Where the stillness brings peace:; and solitude's rest
In the lend where the Rio Grande flows.
I)bwn the quaint,crooked streets of old Bent* Fe rare
I would 1eiter and linger along;
Or in Ajbvquskque brink or on acorn. ; s h' ights–
Tie for such places as this that I long.

No where in the world is the mornings so still and reposeful
out in New Mexico. Just day's journey away one enters into a
different land. There is something so appealing about the art ` and
the quaint cities and towns of New Mexico that the spring and eir?mer
always brings a desire to lead up the old bits with the family and
throw a few odds and ends of bedding and cooking utensils in the Lek
and of the car and just drive off. Just linger along and let dale a,
mi&ht come down and see the stars almost within reaching dietance i End
the distant mountains, and the juniper trees standing like sentineie
vita now and then a giant cactus on guard:. To feel the solitude and
tie p&,acre and repose. For a time removed from the ray' get and real
of humanities busy life. To see the silvery Rio Grende wand its way t*
the ooesn through the hills and desert,. See the quaint, old faehion
village and pueblas and hive the native& offer the wares of blankets
anc pottery and apricots and apples and pears. Visit the thousand
places of interest„ for there one finds everything $ except the ocean,.
Historic, prehistoric, natural history, the oldest civilization of
the went. Magnificent drives, wonderful forests, quaint peoples,,,
coming upon fine lakes with startling suddenness in the desert or an
oasis blooming with flowers and rare vegetatle' ,plentifully watered
and with coolir shade. Or takin- a run into the mountains where the
great pines grow or the spruce or the pines tree. Or through the Bad Lid
Lands or over to Acma where a civilization reposes upon its di*eg

heights that existed there in its present state when the pyramids
were built. Or into the duskytstillness of flarlsbad's mammoth. caves.
And jounrye en into the slumbering White Sands between Alamagarda and
Los Cruces and then back up the Rio Grande to the Elephant Butte dam,
the largest artificial body of water in the world. Or visit the healing
springs of New Mexico's Hot Springs– the Inscription Rock-- the Cliff
dwellings" Taos- San Ildefonse or Ohimayo,where the excellent blankets
are. On and an, sat veritable paradise of wanderings with the coal*
fresh air upon your cheek with itseaMlerating influences. And its all
within such ready reach, inexpensive,, educational. Lets us recommend
Now Mexico for your vacation.

Seine beading

There was n young man sent to Congress
'ho consideredhis knowledge quite boundless
But hiavotes brought such harm
To the man on the farm
That now his big voice is quite soundless.'

And a few more Hawley—Smoot tariffs will make it unanimous

Every one agrees that the country is suite devoid of leadership' both

in congress and high offices, but the rank and file would rather* starve
that choose a leader from among the Catholics. Al Smith is the only
man eminent in public life who possesses the courage to offer a con—
structive program or even a program. But 'he is brushed aside because
he got his religion an wrong when a baby.

What we need is a man who is stalwart and brave
To fight for the needs of the people;
And keep him in there till the tint in hiss hair
Has grown white and his hands are quite feeble.

6.

The Daily Oklahoman takes a childish delight in lampooning GoVernor
.hurray on every occasion, whether he be right or wrong, because it
deeeent like him personally. This is too bad bec p_use it is a he" owned
paper and should maintain a stable and constructive policy toward, the
state and the people. The ravings of the Oklahoma News dont make ±'
much difference because it is a kind of a chain store affair et
best. But we should expect and get a better example from the Okl
an.
What it needs is a complete change of personnel, the old° `ones ha'v e
outworn themselves.

Nothing better could be expected of the Tulsa World because y a

e

that would stoop to change its politics because of personal rr n ew
against the chief executive of the nation should not command `.-the,
respect of the people.

She newspaper men of the country continue to bemaon the lack of
leadership in national life but they should look to themselves !ore
carefully. If there be a leader in the newspaper field anyrher the

reading public falls to find them. If the dearly beloved dalli e
wouldraget their consistency on straight and keep it that !say, t y
^r ttlt1 b* in bette pesitian t® r►lew with alarm and be 4ust3.iie ' n
1t;
some degxee of pride.
ii with

